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Abstract
 
The effect of an isolated rectangular cavity on hypersonic boundary layer transition of the windward
surface of the Shuttle Orbiter has been experimentally examined in the Langley Aerothermodynamics Lab-
oratory in support of an agency-wide effort to prepare the Shuttle Orbiter for return to flight. This experi-
mental study was initiated to provide a cavity effects database for developing hypersonic transition
criteria to support on-orbit decisions to repair a damaged thermal protection system. Boundary layer
transition results were obtained using 0.0075-scale Orbiter models with simulated tile damage (rectangu-
lar cavities) of varying length, width, and depth. The cavities were positioned at a fixed location (x/L =
0.3) along the model centerline in a region of constant pressure gradient. Cavity length-to-depth ratio was
systematically varied from 2.5 to 17.7 and length-to-width ratio of 1 to 8.5. Global heat transfer images
using phosphor thermography of the Orbiter windward surface and the corresponding centerline heating
distributions were used to infer the state of the boundary layer (laminar, transitional, or turbulent). Test
parametrics include angles-of-attack of 30˚ and 40˚, sideslip angle of 0˚, free stream Reynolds numbers
from 0.02x10
 
6
 
 to 7.3x10
 
6
 
 per foot, edge-to-wall temperature ratio from 0.4 to 0.8, and normal shock den-
sity ratios of approximately 5 (Mach 6 and Mach 10 Air) and 12 (Mach 6 CF
 
4
 
). The database contained
within this report will be used to formulate cavity-induced transition correlations using predicted bound-
ary layer edge parameters.
 
Introduction
 
In August of 2003, the Columbia Accident
Investigation Board (CAIB) released the final
report
 
1
 
 of the investigation into the February 1,
2003 loss of the Space Shuttle 
 
Columbia
 
 and its
seven-member crew. The report concluded that:
 
“The physical cause of the loss of Colum-
bia and its crew was a breach in the Ther-
mal Protection System on the leading edge
of the left wing, caused by a piece of insu-
lating foam which separated from the left
bipod ramp section of the External Tank at
81.7 seconds after launch, and struck the
wing in the vicinity of the lower half of
Reinforced Carbon-Carbon panel number
8. During reentry this breach in the Ther-
mal Protection System allowed super-
heated air to penetrate through the leading
edge insulation and progressively melt the
aluminum structure of the left wing, result-
ing in a weakening of the structure until
increasing aerodynamic forces caused loss
of control, failure of the wing, and break-
up of the Orbiter.”
 
From the report came many recommendations,
some specifically identified and prefaced as
“before return to flight.” These return-to-flight
(RTF) recommendations were largely related to the
physical cause of the accident, such as preventing
the loss of foam, and on-orbit inspection and repair
of the Thermal Protection System (TPS). For
instance, recommendation R6.4-1 was listed for
the TPS:
 
“For missions to the International Space
Station, develop a practicable capability to
inspect and effect emergency repairs to the
widest possible range of damage to the
Thermal Protection System, including both
tile and Reinforced Carbon-Carbon, tak-
ing advantage of the additional capabili-
ties available when near to or docked at
the International Space Station.
For non-Station missions, develop a com-
prehensive autonomous (independent of
Station) inspection and repair capability to
cover the widest possible range of damage
scenarios.
Accomplish an on-orbit Thermal Protec-
tion System inspection, using appropriate
 2
 
assets and capabilities, early in all mis-
sions.
The ultimate objective should be a fully
autonomous capability for all missions to
address the possibility that an Interna-
tional Space Station mission fails to
achieve the correct orbit, fails to dock suc-
cessfully, or is damaged during or after
undocking.”
 
Resolving and implementing these recommenda-
tions in a timely manner has facilitated return to
flight.
In response to recommendation R6.4-1, strate-
gies for a TPS repair capability have been devel-
oped. Figure 1 illustrates the potential steps
associated with TPS damage disposition and repair
at the time of this publication. For the first reflight
missions, an on-orbit inspection, using a newly
developed Orbiter Boom Sensor System (OBSS),
will be used to characterize any impact damage to
the Orbiter TPS prior to entry. Damage to the Rein-
forced Carbon-Carbon (RCC) will be assessed and
repaired if possible. For the Orbiter wing leading
edge, the RCC repair project team has selected a
plug concept (shown conceptually in Fig. 1). Dam-
age to the ceramic tiles that cover a majority of the
windward surface is typically in the form of cavi-
ties resulting from debris impacts (from either
foam or ice shed from the External Tank). Depend-
ing on the size and location of the resulting cavity,
the disposition of the damage site will be either
“use-as-is” or “repair” (as shown in Fig. 1) using a
cure in place ablator (CIPA) using silicone. Of par-
ticular concern with ablative materials is the fact
that under entry aeroheating environments, the
repair material will not be shape stable and the
local repair will likely swell and outgas into (and
perhaps destabilize) the boundary layer. All three
of these scenarios, use-as-is (cavity), repair with an
ablator (protuberance and/or ablation products), or
repair with the plug concept (protuberance), repre-
sent significant perturbations to the existing Shut-
tle outer mold lines (OML). 
The present cavity boundary layer transition
tests are part of a series of wind tunnel tests were
performed
 
2,3
 
 to characterize the effect of these
localized OML changes on the Shuttle windward
surface boundary layer. Hypersonic facilities at the
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) that had a
profound impact on the direction and utilization of
agency resources
 
4
 
 in the Columbia Accident Inves-
tigation (CAI) were subsequently requested to sup-
port RTF based upon prior experience with
developing an Orbiter roughness-dominated
boundary layer transition database
 
5,6
 
. The intent of
experimental wind tunnel cavity, protuberance, and
ablation investigations are to develop a technical
basis to assess tile damage and to determine thresh-
olds for deciding when to repair Shuttle TPS dam-
age, whether a candidate repair material is feasible
from a boundary layer transition perspective, and
finally how large can a repair site be without
adversely affecting the aerothermodynamic perfor-
mance of the TPS. This report documents three
wind tunnel tests conducted in the NASA Langley
Aerothermodynamics Laboratory (LAL) to assess
the effect of simulated impact damage (cavities) on
the windward surface boundary layer of a 0.0075-
scale Shuttle Orbiter. The corresponding analysis
and development of the boundary layer transition
correlation can be found in Ref. 7. A literature
review was performed on the effects of cavities on
boundary layer transition and additional reports not
referenced are included at the end of this docu-
ment.
 
Nomenclature
 
d
 
cavity depth (in.)
 
h
 
heat transfer coefficient, 
 
h
 
=
 
q
 
/(
 
H
 
aw
 
-
 
H
 
w
 
), (lbm/ft
 
2
 
/s)
 
H
 
enthalpy (btu/lbm)
 
l
 
cavity length (in.)
 
L
 
model reference length (in)
 
p
 
pressure (psi)
 
q
 
surface heat transfer rate (btu/ft
 
2
 
/s)
 
R
 
n
 
model reference nose radius (in)
 
Re
 
unit Reynolds number (1/ft)
 
T
 
temperature (˚R)
 
U
 
velocity magnitude (ft/s)
w cavity width (in.)
 
x
 
axial distance from nose of model 
(in)
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y
 
spanwise distance from centerline 
of model (in.)
 
α
 
angle-of-attack (deg)
 
ρ
 
density (slugs/ft
 
3
 
)
 
Subscripts
 
∞
 
freestream static conditions
 
aw
 
adiabatic wall conditions
 
FR
 
conditions from Fay-Riddell calcu-
lation for a hemisphere
 
t1
 
reservoir conditions
 
t2
 
stagnation conditions behind a nor-
mal shock
 
w
 
wall conditions
 
Experimental Methods
 
Test Facilities
 
20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel
 
The 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel (Fig. 2) is a
blow-down facility in which heated, dried and fil-
tered air is used as the test gas. The tunnel has a
two-dimensional, contoured nozzle which opens
into a 20.5-in. by 20-in. test section. The tunnel is
equipped with a bottom-mounted injection system
that can transfer a model from the sheltered model
box to the tunnel center-line in less than 0.5 sec-
onds. Run times of up to 15 minutes are possible in
this facility, although for the current aeroheating
study run times of only a few seconds were
required. The nominal reservoir conditions of this
facility are stagnation pressures of 30 psi to 500 psi
with stagnation temperatures of 760 ˚R to 1000 ˚R,
which very nearly produce perfect gas (
 
γ
 
 = 1.4)
free stream flows with Mach numbers between 5.8
and 6.1 and Reynolds numbers of 0.5x10
 
6
 
/ft to
7.3x10
 
6
 
/ft. The nominal flow conditions for this
facility are listed in Table 1. A more detailed
description of this facility is presented in Ref. 8. 
Recent studies
 
9
 
 have measured quantitative
RMS free stream noise levels in the LaRC 20-Inch
Mach 6 Air Tunnel obtained with a constant volt-
age anemometer (CVA) and a hybrid constant cur-
rent anemometer (CCA). At reservoir conditions of
 
p
 
t1
 
 = 130 psi and 
 
T
 
t1
 
 = 350
 
˚
 
 F, the CCA measure-
ments yielded mass flux and total temperature fluc-
tuations of 0.83% and 0.17%, respectively. The
corresponding fluctuations from the CVA mea-
surements were determined to be somewhat lower
at 0.74% and 0.12%. In addition, the relative dis-
turbance environment of the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air
Tunnel has been deduced
 
10
 
 via differences in
smooth wall transition onset locations measured on
a conical model previously tested in the LaRC
Mach 6 Nozzle Test Chamber (NTC) Quiet Tun-
nel.
 
31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel
 
The 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel (Fig. 2) is a
blow-down facility in which heated, filtered air is
used as the test gas. The tunnel has a square, con-
toured nozzle which opens into a 31 in. square test
section. Models are supported on a hydraulically-
operated, sidewall-mounted injection system that
can transfer a model from the pneumatically sealed
model box to the tunnel centerline in less than 0.6
seconds. Run times of approximately 60 seconds
can be achieved, but the current study requires only
a few seconds. The nominal reservoir conditions of
this facility are stagnation pressures of 350 psi to
1450 psi with stagnation temperatures of 1740 ˚R
to 1810 ˚R, which very nearly produce perfect gas
(
 
γ
 
 = 1.4) free stream flows with a Mach number of
approximately 10 and Reynolds numbers of
0.2x10
 
6
 
/ft to 2.2x10
 
6
 
/ft. The nominal flow condi-
tions for this facility are listed in Table 2. A more
detailed description of this test facility is presented
in Ref. 8. No free stream disturbance data is cur-
rently available for this facility.
 
20-Inch CF
 
4
 
 Tunnel
 
The 20-Inch CF
 
4
 
 Tunnel (Fig. 2) is a blow-
down facility in which heated, filtered CF
 
4
 
 is used
as the test gas. The flow is expanded through a
contoured, axisymmetric nozzle having a throat
diameter of 0.446 in. and an exit diameter of 20 in.,
providing Mach 6 flow at the open-jet nozzle exit,
which, due to the use of a heavy gas, more appro-
priately simulates (based upon normal shock den-
sity ratio) the Orbiter windward flow field at a
Mach 18 flight condition. Models are supported at
the nozzle exit by a hydraulically-driven injection/
support mechanism that can transfer the model to
 4
the tunnel center-line in about 0.5 seconds. Nomi-
nal run times are on the order of 10 seconds, but
run times for the current study were only a few sec-
onds. The low enthalpy (as opposed to impulse-
type) CF
 
4
 
 tunnel avoids complex chemistry typi-
cally associated with high enthalpy facilities by the
use of a heavier than air test gas with a low ratio of
specific heats and a correspondingly high normal
shock density ratio characteristic of hypervelocity
flight. In conjunction with the Mach 6 Air Tunnel,
this tunnel provides the capability to test at the
same free-stream Mach and Reynolds numbers, but
at two values of density ratio (approximately 5 in
air and 12 in CF
 
4
 
). This density ratio of 12 for CF
 
4
 
is relatively close to the values of 15-18 encoun-
tered near peak heating during entry of the Orbiter.
The nominal reservoir conditions of this facility
are stagnation pressures of 100 psi to 2000 psi with
stagnation temperatures of 1100 ˚R to 1480 ˚R,
which produce Reynolds numbers of 0.05x10
 
6
 
/ft to
0.75x10
 
6
 
/ft, a free stream gamma of 1.21 and a
post normal shock gamma of 1.1, and a normal
shock density ratio of 11.7. The nominal flow con-
ditions for this facility are listed in Table 3. A more
detailed description of this facility is presented in
Ref. 8. No free stream disturbance data is currently
available for this facility.
 
Phosphor Thermography Technique
 
Global surface heating distributions were cal-
culated using the digital optical measurement
method of two-color, relative-intensity, phosphor
thermography
 
11-14
 
. Ceramic wind tunnel models
are coated with a phosphor compound that fluo-
resces in two separate regions (green and red) of
the visible light spectrum. During a wind tunnel
run, the phosphor-coated model is illuminated by
ultraviolet (UV) light sources, and the resulting
fluorescent intensity of the model is recorded and
digitized through a color CCD (charge coupled
device) camera (Fig. 3). The fluorescent intensity
is dependent on both the intensity of the incident
UV light and the local model surface temperature.
The UV intensity dependence is removed by taking
the ratio of the green to red intensity images, from
which surface temperature distributions can be
determined through prior calibrations. Images are
acquired before the wind tunnel run and after injec-
tion of the model to the tunnel centerline during a
run. Global heat transfer distributions are then
computed from these temperature data using one-
dimensional heat conduction theory
 
 
 
assuming a
constant step increase in heat transfer coefficient
 
14
 
.
The global phosphor thermography technique
is now the standard method for aeroheating studies
in the LAL. The global data obtained using this
method can be used to identify the surface heating
effects of complex three-dimensional flow phe-
nomena such as transition fronts, vortex structures,
and shock interactions which are difficult to exam-
ine using conventional discrete-sensor methods
such as thin-film resistance gages or coaxial sur-
face thermocouples. 
 
Test Model Description
 
To support the cavity boundary layer transition
testing, cast ceramic models (9.6-inch long from
nose to body-flap hinge) were manufactured, all of
which share a common construction technique. To
accomplish this quickly, a pre-existing epoxy
based mold constructed from the 0.0075-scale
metallic force and moment model used during
aerodynamic testing
 
15
 
 in support of the CAI was
used to fabricate models. Specifically, wax patterns
created from this mold were used to cast each indi-
vidual Orbiter model using a patented
 
16
 
 silica
ceramic slip casting technique. The cast silica
shells were then back-filled with a hydraulically
setting magnesia ceramic for strength and support
of the base mounted cylindrical sting. Finally, the
models were coated with a mixture of phosphors
suspended in a silica-based colloidal binder. The
phosphor coatings typically do not require refur-
bishment between runs in the wind tunnel and have
been measured to be approximately 0.001-in. thick.
Global surface roughness measurements associated
with a phosphor coated model were obtained with
a non-intrusive laser-based system. Nominal sur-
face roughness was determined to be approxi-
mately 400 micro-inches. For a detailed
description of the fabrication process and surface
integrity measurements used for this test, see Ref.
17. The set of models constructed for both the
present cavity testing as well as the protuberance
testing is shown in Fig. 4.
 5
As shown in Fig. 5, small, ink-based identifi-
cation marks were transferred to the model wind-
ward surface to assist in the model alignment
process when installed in the test section and to aid
in geometric scaling used during the data reduction
process. These marks, referred to as fiducial marks,
do not influence the flow over the model surface.
The fiducial marks can be seen in processed run
images as small discolorations and in the heating
distributions as “noise” in the immediate vicinity
of the identification marker. The locations of these
marks, shown in Fig. 6, were used primarily in sup-
port of the protuberance testing and are listed in
Table 4. A laser alignment system (Fig. 7) is then
used in the tunnel to align the model with the flow
by lining the centerline fiducial marks to the laser
reference line that is projected onto the Orbiter
model.
Each ceramic model possessed a single rectan-
gular cavity located along the windward centerline
with the entrance to the cavity at 
 
x/L
 
 = 0.3. The
cavities that simulated TPS damage were added to
the ceramic models by a CO
 
2
 
 based laser ablation
system (Fig. 8, Ref. 17). The laser system uses gal-
vanometrically driven beam scanners to remove
silica material to form a single cavity in each of the
fused silica ceramic test models. The system was
originally configured and used to remove or ablate
material from flat surfaces or films and modified,
as shown in Fig. 8, to accommodate the ceramic
models. To form a cavity on the model surface, the
orbiter model is first clamped by the sting to the
precision V-block just off the X-Y stage of the
positioning system. A Starrett precision level is
placed on the lower surface tail section to verti-
cally align the model. Using the video camera
alignment system, the model is aligned in the x-y
lane using fiducial marks on the model. The cam-
era cross-hairs are used to locate the fiducial mark
a the desired cavity site.
Cavity dimensions are controlled by program-
ming the laser for the desired cavity length, width,
and depth. Typical CO
 
2
 
 laser parameter settings
are 15 percent power, 4 KHz frequency, and 100
 
µ
 
s pulse width. The scanning density is 1429
passes per inch (0.0007-in. step)
 
 
 
with a 0.002-in.
diameter spot size and a scanning speed of 10 in./
sec. The cavity depth is controlled by the number
of passes made by the laser. A typical pass
removes approximately 0.003 to 0.004-in. of sur-
face material. As the cavity depth increases, the
focal point of the laser must be adjusted to keep the
laser spot size consistent. The depth of the cavity is
measured with the laser system’s vertical height
sensor and verified with a depth micrometer. The
x-y dimensions of each cavity are verified using
the video camera alignment system. Table 5 sum-
marizes the cavity dimensions on each Orbiter
model. Close-up images and the relations between
cavity designations are presented in Fig. 9. The
nominal cavities are shown in the center of the fig-
ure as length parametrics. Variations of the nomi-
nal cavities are then show at the top of the figure as
depth parametrics and at the bottom of the figure as
width parametrics.
 
Data Reduction
 
One-dimensional, semi-infinite solid heat con-
duction theory
 
14
 
 was used to compute surface heat-
ing distributions from the global surface
temperature data acquired through the technique of
two-color, relative-intensity, phosphor thermogra-
phy. A constant heat-transfer coefficient is
assumed in this theory, and empirical corrections
 
14
 
are made to account for changes in model substrate
thermal properties with temperature. Phosphor
images were acquired shortly after injection of the
model to the tunnel centerline, which requires less
than one second.
Data were extracted in the IHEAT
 
14
 
 software
package axially along the centerline. Results are
presented herein in terms of a non-dimensional
heat transfer coefficient ratio, 
 
h/h
 
FR
 
, where 
 
h
 
FR
 
 is
the theoretical stagnation point heating coefficient
to a 0.09-in. radius sphere (the nose radius of a
scaled Orbiter model) computed using the method
of Fay-Riddell
 
18
 
 for a wall temperature of 540 ˚R.
 
Error Analysis
 
Absolute heating measurements are not
required for determining the location of transition
onset as this location on the model surface is deter-
mined by the departure of the measured non-lami-
nar heating level from a baseline undisturbed
laminar value. Discussion of measurement uncer-
 6
tainty is included for the sake of completeness. The
estimated experimental uncertainty of the heating
results as obtained by the thermographic phosphor
system is a function of fluorescent intensity, which
is dependent on model surface temperature. For
higher surface temperatures (greater than 720˚R),
such as those on most of the windward surface, the
uncertainty
 
14
 
 is approximately ±8% to ±10%,
while for lower temperatures (less than 585 ˚R),
the uncertainty is approximately ±15% to ±20%.
Additional measurement uncertainty can be intro-
duced due to internal three-dimensional heat con-
duction in high-gradient regions such as the
leading edge of the Shuttle Orbiter. This uncer-
tainty is estimated to vary from less than ±5% at
the lowest test Reynolds number to greater than
±10% at the highest Reynolds numbers.
Uncertainties can be introduced when extract-
ing line cut data from an image due to perspective
distortion of the image, lack of pixel resolution in
high-gradient regions, and lack of precision in
locating fiducial marks. These errors are estimated
to be less than ±5% on relatively flat surfaces and
up to ±10% on highly curved surfaces.
A square root of the sum-of-the-squares esti-
mate for the total uncertainty based on the above
factors gives a worst-case experimental uncertainty
range of ±13% on flat areas of the windward sur-
face to ±25% on areas such as the leeward surface
(not shown in this study) at high Reynolds num-
bers. In addition to the sources of experimental
uncertainty discussed above, additional uncertainty
in transition onset may also be influenced by inher-
ent differences in model surface roughness
between models or coating degradation which
occurs over the length of a test due to handling of
the model and pitting of the surface from particle
impacts. Because this uncertainty increases over
time and varies from model to model, no fixed
value for the uncertainty is assigned.
 
Test Matrix and Tunnel Conditions
The data were obtained on the Space Shuttle
Orbiter models at angles-of-attack of 30-deg and
40-deg and free stream Reynolds numbers between
0.02x106 and 7.38x106 per foot. The run matrices
for the cavity boundary layer transition test series
is listed in chronological order in Tables 6-8. For
each run, test section flow conditions were com-
puted using the GASPROPS19 code with the mea-
sured reservoir stagnation pressures and
temperatures and pitot pressure calibrations of the
facility as inputs.
Experimental Results 
Preface
Heating images and distributions are presented
in normalized form. For the global images, a con-
stant color bar maximum value was selected for
data presentation to maintain consistency when
viewing or comparing the images. On the contour
scale, the colors tending towards red indicate areas
of higher heating (temperatures) while the colors
towards blue represent areas of lower heating. In
areas where the local heating exceeded the selected
maximum color bar value, such as the nose region
or wing leading edges, a purple “over-scale” will
be evident. 
In the global images, transition to turbulence is
readily identified downstream of the cavity by the
wedge-shaped “footprint” of increased temperature
(heating). Centerline heating distributions are used
to more quantitatively determine transition onset
and the spatial location is interpreted herein as the
departure of the measured non-laminar heating
level from a baseline undisturbed laminar value. 
Global surface heating data in this report are
organized by wind tunnel and presented in three
appendices. Within each appendix, sequential run
images (Reynolds number) and corresponding cen-
terline heating distributions are organized by cavity
dimension and angle-of-attack. Each global phos-
phor thermography image is appended by the aver-
aged Reynolds number as computed with all runs
targeting the same free stream conditions. The
Reynolds numbers listed in the corresponding cen-
terline heating plot are the Reynolds numbers
based on the actual reservoir pressure and tempera-
ture. As such, the two Reynolds numbers may not
be identical (see Tables 1-3 for average tunnel con-
ditions and associated uncertainties). A discussion
7of model surface roughness and run to run variabil-
ity can be viewed in Ref. 2.
Cavity-Induced Transition Trends 
from Surface Heating Data
Isolated cavity hypersonic boundary layer tran-
sition effects were obtained in all three LAL facili-
ties based upon the existing Reynolds number
capability of the wind tunnel (cavity depth-to local
boundary layer thickness range of 0.5 to 4.8). Gen-
eral trends observed from the images and center-
line heating distributions are summarized:
1)  Longer cavities were more likely to force tran-
sition. Systematic variation of cavity length-to-
depth ratio from 2.5 to 17.7 was found to pro-
mote hypersonic boundary layer transition ear-
lier.
2)  Wider cavities were more likely to force transi-
tion. For a ﬁxed unit Reynolds number,
increasing cavity width-to-depth ratio from 0.1
to 0.4 was found to move the transition onset
location forward, closer to the cavity site.
3)  Deeper cavities were more likely to force tran-
sition. For a ﬁxed unit Reynolds number,
increasing cavity depth-to-length ratio from
0.05 to 0.2 was found to move the transition
onset location aft, away from the cavity site.
4)  For a ﬁxed cavity geometry, decreasing the
angle-of-attack from 40˚ to 30˚ was found to
move transition onset location aft, away from
the cavity site.
5)  Increasing Mach number appeared to change
the character of the transition movement and
spreading on the windward surface. At Mach 6,
transition onset generally followed a system-
atic movement from the aft forward to the cav-
ity site. In contrast, at Mach 10 the movement
of transition onset was observed to move for-
ward, to the cavity site in a rather abrupt fash-
ion. As expected, for comparable Reynolds
numbers, increasing Mach number appeared to
delay transition onset and decrease the spread-
ing angle associated with the turbulent foot-
print.
Summary
The effect of an isolated rectangular cavity on
hypersonic boundary layer transition of the wind-
ward surface of the Shuttle Orbiter has been exper-
imentally examined in the Langley
Aerothermodynamics Laboratory. The tests were
in support of an agency-wide effort to prepare the
Shuttle Orbiter for return to flight. This experimen-
tal study was initiated to provide a cavity effects
database for developing hypersonic transition pre-
diction methodologies and to provide a technical
basis to support on-orbit decisions to repair a dam-
aged thermal protection system. Boundary layer
transition data were obtained using 0.0075-scale
Orbiter models with simulated tile damage (rectan-
gular cavities) of varying length, width, and depth.
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Tables
Table 1:  20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel Average Flow Conditions.
Re
∞
M
∞
pt1 Tt1
(1/ft) (psi) (˚R)
0.56x106 5.93 30.63 856.33
0.84x106 5.91 46.20 863.70
1.07x106 5.93 61.02 875.05
1.39x106 5.95 81.19 887.51
1.71x106 5.96 101.52 896.23
2.08x106 5.97 126.25 904.11
2.48x106 5.98 151.16 905.37
2.97x106 5.99 181.86 905.38
3.46x106 6.00 212.52 906.28
4.12x106 6.00 252.54 906.36
4.65x106 6.01 292.75 920.01
5.41x106 6.02 343.57 924.47
6.13x106 6.02 393.28 929.03
6.98x106 6.03 450.89 933.62
7.38x106 6.03 476.62 933.80
Table 2:  31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel Average Flow Conditions.
Re
∞
M
∞
pt1 Tt1
(1/ft) (psi) (˚R)
0.57x106 9.33 351.86 1792.29
0.83x106 9.52 539.82 1804.22
1.08x106 9.63 722.73 1803.13
1.16x106 9.66 783.66 1800.33
1.26x106 9.69 855.92 1797.45
1.31x106 9.70 894.09 1801.57
1.45x106 9.74 1004.46 1808.34
1.55x106 9.76 1076.36 1803.24
1.62x106 9.78 1125.83 1799.00
1.81x106 9.81 1253.88 1792.10
2.07x106 9.86 1453.24 1792.49
Table 3:  20-Inch CF4 Tunnel Average Flow Conditions.
Re
∞
M
∞
pt1 Tt1
(1/ft) (psi) (˚R)
0.02x106 5.86 63.02 1254.10
0.05x106 5.82 165.81 1256.95
0.09x106 5.89 255.12 1181.28
0.17x106 5.85 507.55 1225.04
0.25x106 5.85 766.93 1237.49
0.32x106 5.93 863.55 1180.20
0.35x106 5.86 1050.07 1230.49
0.46x106 5.92 1270.56 1191.76
0.50x106 5.87 1510.81 1236.31
0.60x106 5.82 2066.55 1293.28
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Table 4:  Shuttle Orbiter Fiducial Mark Locations.
x/L y/L
30-deg. INV 40-deg. INV 40-deg. VIS
0.10 0.2020 0.0134 0.0017
0.20 0.0370 0.0269 0.0084
0.30 0.0571 0.0454 0.0236
0.40 0.0824 0.0706 0.0504
0.50 0.1092 0.1008 0.0874
0.60 0.1462 0.1429 0.1311
0.62 0.1590 0.1489
0.64 0.1754 0.1701
0.66 0.1937 0.1908
0.68 0.2130 0.2111
0.70 0.2320 0.2298
0.80 0.3070 0.2937
1.00
Table 5:  Cavity Dimensions.
Model l (in) w (in) d (in) l/d w/d
RTF-BLT-C1 0.074 0.071 0.0300 2.47 2.37
RTF-BLT-C2 0.157 0.078 0.0300 5.23 2.60
RTF-BLT-C3 0.217 0.071 0.0297 7.31 2.39
RTF-BLT-C4 0.299 0.072 0.0300 9.97 2.40
RTF-BLT-C5 0.445 0.072 0.0350 12.71 2.06
RTF-BLT-C6 0.602 0.072 0.0340 17.71 2.12
RTF-BLT-C7 0.218 0.072 0.0423 5.15 1.70
RTF-BLT-C8 0.218 0.072 0.0210 10.38 3.43
RTF-BLT-C9 0.453 0.073 0.0460 9.85 1.59
RTF-BLT-C10 0.451 0.071 0.0220 20.50 3.23
RTF-BLT-C11 0.220 0.047 0.0300 7.33 1.57
RTF-BLT-C12 0.218 0.096 0.0330 6.61 2.91
RTF-BLT-C13 0.448 0.046 0.0290 15.45 1.59
RTF-BLT-C14 0.449 0.096 0.0310 14.48 3.10
Table 6:   Chronological Text Matrix for Test 6887 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
RTF-BLT-C1 1 30 6.02 4.12 253.5 904.2
RTF-BLT-C1 2 30 5.99 2.04 124.4 903.9
RTF-BLT-C1 3 40 6.01 2.96 181.7 903.4
RTF-BLT-C1 7 40 6.00 3.52 214.6 903.0
RTF-BLT-C1 9 40 6.01 4.10 252.0 904.8
RTF-BLT-C1 10 40 5.97 2.10 126.5 899.6
RTF-BLT-C1 11 40 6.02 4.53 292.9 932.0
RTF-BLT-C1 12 40 6.02 5.28 343.7 937.4
RTF-BLT-C1 13 30 6.02 4.53 291.8 931.1
15
RTF-BLT-C1 14 30 6.02 5.26 343.7 938.4
RTF-BLT-C1 15 30 6.03 5.95 392.9 944.9
RTF-BLT-C1 17 30 6.03 6.95 447.4 931.1
RTF-BLT-C2 19 30 5.96 2.13 127.9 900.5
RTF-BLT-C2 22 30 6.00 4.09 250.8 906.7
RTF-BLT-C2 23 30 5.99 3.43 210.3 907.2
RTF-BLT-C2 24 30 5.99 2.99 182.4 904.6
RTF-BLT-C2 25 40 6.00 4.13 253.0 906.2
RTF-BLT-C2 26 40 5.99 3.00 182.2 902.9
RTF-BLT-C2 29 30 6.00 4.66 291.6 918.2
RTF-BLT-C2 30 30 6.01 5.42 342.2 922.0
RTF-BLT-C2 31 30 6.01 6.08 392.6 935.4
RTF-BLT-C2 32 30 6.03 6.91 445.4 932.2
RTF-BLT-C3 33 30 6.01 4.13 253.1 904.4
RTF-BLT-C3 34 30 5.97 2.07 125.3 903.6
RTF-BLT-C3 35 40 5.94 1.39 80.7 884.1
RTF-BLT-C3 36 40 5.98 2.07 125.8 904.4
RTF-BLT-C3 37 40 6.00 2.95 181.1 905.9
RTF-BLT-C3 38 40 6.01 4.09 252.0 907.6
RTF-BLT-C3 39 30 6.01 4.80 294.5 904.7
RTF-BLT-C3 40 30 6.02 5.51 346.0 916.3
RTF-BLT-C3 41 30 6.02 6.11 392.2 929.2
RTF-BLT-C3 42 30 6.03 6.95 450.0 933.7
RTF-BLT-C3 43 30 6.03 7.31 476.3 938.6
RTF-BLT-C4 45 30 6.02 4.07 251.9 905.4
RTF-BLT-C4 46 30 6.02 3.43 211.9 905.5
RTF-BLT-C4 47 30 6.01 2.96 182.1 904.7
RTF-BLT-C4 48 30 5.99 2.06 125.9 904.2
RTF-BLT-C4 49 40 5.96 1.72 100.8 887.3
RTF-BLT-C4 51 40 5.98 2.09 126.9 900.3
RTF-BLT-C4 52 40 5.99 2.51 152.4 902.1
RTF-BLT-C4 53 40 6.00 2.99 181.9 901.3
RTF-BLT-C4 54 40 6.01 4.11 252.0 904.4
RTF-BLT-C4 55 30 6.01 4.70 292.4 911.9
RTF-BLT-C4 56 30 6.02 5.37 342.4 924.4
RTF-BLT-C4 57 30 6.03 6.15 393.4 927.2
RTF-BLT-C4 58 30 6.03 7.03 453.2 931.1
RTF-BLT-C6 62 40 6.00 4.15 253.4 904.3
RTF-BLT-C6 63 40 5.99 2.99 181.7 901.0
RTF-BLT-C6 64 40 5.98 2.09 126.2 900.1
RTF-BLT-C6 65 40 5.93 1.07 60.6 873.1
RTF-BLT-C6 66 40 5.92 1.09 61.4 870.5
RTF-BLT-C6 67 40 5.90 0.84 45.7 860.8
RTF-BLT-C6 68 40 5.95 1.41 82.0 885.5
RTF-BLT-C6 69 40 5.97 2.09 126.2 902.3
Table 6:   (Continued)Chronological Text Matrix for Test 6887 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
16
RTF-BLT-C6 70 40 5.98 3.02 183.2 902.4
RTF-BLT-C6 71 40 5.99 4.08 252.4 912.9
RTF-BLT-C6 72 30 6.01 4.67 292.0 916.2
RTF-BLT-C6 73 30 6.02 5.46 343.1 917.9
RTF-BLT-C6 74 30 6.02 6.14 393.7 929.7
RTF-BLT-C6 75 30 6.03 6.95 450.7 935.6
RTF-BLT-C5 77 30 6.00 4.12 253.4 907.1
RTF-BLT-C5 78 30 5.98 2.98 182.3 908.1
RTF-BLT-C5 79 30 5.96 2.09 125.9 903.4
RTF-BLT-C5 80 30 5.95 1.71 100.6 891.9
RTF-BLT-C5 81 40 5.91 1.08 60.7 873.3
RTF-BLT-C5 82 40 5.89 0.84 46.1 866.2
RTF-BLT-C5 83 40 5.93 1.42 82.6 890.8
RTF-BLT-C5 84 40 5.96 2.12 127.3 903.4
RTF-BLT-C5 85 40 6.00 2.97 181.4 902.9
RTF-BLT-C5 87 30 6.01 4.68 292.9 916.8
RTF-BLT-C5 88 30 6.02 5.25 336.9 929.6
RTF-BLT-C5 89 30 6.02 6.15 393.7 927.9
RTF-BLT-C5 90 30 6.03 6.89 450.0 938.3
RTF-BLT-C7 91 30 5.99 4.13 254.1 909.9
RTF-BLT-C7 92 30 5.97 2.99 182.2 906.7
RTF-BLT-C7 93 30 5.99 3.46 210.9 904.1
RTF-BLT-C7 94 40 5.96 2.11 126.7 902.3
RTF-BLT-C7 95 40 5.93 1.40 81.4 887.2
RTF-BLT-C7 96 40 5.94 1.72 101.2 893.3
RTF-BLT-C7 97 40 5.97 3.01 182.3 904.9
RTF-BLT-C7 98 40 5.99 4.10 250.8 907.5
RTF-BLT-C7 99 40 6.01 5.34 340.8 929.1
RTF-BLT-C7 100 30 5.99 4.68 293.2 920.4
RTF-BLT-C7 101 30 6.00 5.41 343.4 927.0
RTF-BLT-C7 102 30 6.01 6.17 393.5 928.0
RTF-BLT-C7 103 30 6.02 6.99 450.7 933.5
RTF-BLT-C8 104 30 5.99 4.20 254.1 900.4
RTF-BLT-C8 105 30 5.99 3.46 211.8 905.8
RTF-BLT-C8 106 30 5.96 2.10 126.1 901.7
RTF-BLT-C8 107 40 5.97 2.10 126.5 902.1
RTF-BLT-C8 108 40 5.94 1.74 102.3 894.1
RTF-BLT-C8 109 40 5.93 1.41 81.5 886.4
RTF-BLT-C8 110 40 5.96 2.52 151.5 901.5
RTF-BLT-C8 111 40 5.99 4.09 251.3 909.2
RTF-BLT-C8 112 40 6.00 4.67 291.4 917.0
RTF-BLT-C8 113 40 6.01 5.46 345.0 922.7
RTF-BLT-C8 114 30 6.00 4.65 291.7 920.5
RTF-BLT-C8 115 30 6.02 6.92 449.9 939.3
RTF-BLT-C8 116 30 6.02 7.38 475.0 933.7
Table 6:   (Continued)Chronological Text Matrix for Test 6887 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
17
RTF-BLT-C8 117 40 6.01 3.00 181.6 902.8
RTF-BLT-C8 118 30 6.04 5.42 344.7 919.6
RTF-BLT-C8 119 30 6.04 6.12 393.3 925.3
RTF-BLT-C3 120 30 6.01 3.44 213.1 906.3
RTF-BLT-C3 121 40 6.03 4.66 294.0 916.4
RTF-BLT-C6 122 40 6.02 4.66 293.5 916.6
RTF-BLT-C6 123 30 5.95 1.39 81.1 887.0
RTF-BLT-C6 124 30 5.97 1.71 101.4 890.8
RTF-BLT-C4 125 40 6.02 4.65 293.1 918.6
RTF-BLT-C4 126 40 5.96 1.43 83.8 887.2
RTF-BLT-C4 127 40 6.01 4.66 292.4 917.4
RTF-BLT-C1 128 30 6.04 7.40 477.5 931.2
RTF-BLT-C9 129 30 6.01 4.05 248.9 906.0
RTF-BLT-C9 130 30 5.98 2.08 126.1 902.4
RTF-BLT-C9 131 30 5.96 1.74 103.0 890.8
RTF-BLT-C9 132 30 5.99 2.97 181.5 905.7
RTF-BLT-C9 133 40 5.97 2.08 126.1 904.1
RTF-BLT-C9 134 40 5.99 2.97 181.0 903.1
RTF-BLT-C9 135 40 5.92 1.07 60.1 874.3
RTF-BLT-C9 136 40 5.92 0.83 46.1 862.5
RTF-BLT-C9 137 40 5.95 1.39 80.9 884.6
RTF-BLT-C9 138 40 6.01 4.12 256.7 904.6
RTF-BLT-C9 139 30 6.01 4.70 294.0 915.4
RTF-BLT-C9 140 30 6.01 5.38 342.4 925.8
RTF-BLT-C9 141 30 6.03 7.05 453.3 929.7
RTF-BLT-C10 142 30 6.00 4.10 252.0 906.9
RTF-BLT-C10 143 30 5.97 2.06 124.7 903.7
RTF-BLT-C10 144 30 5.99 3.00 183.3 905.9
RTF-BLT-C10 145 30 5.98 2.50 152.2 903.6
RTF-BLT-C10 146 40 6.00 4.09 251.6 908.0
RTF-BLT-C10 147 40 5.99 2.97 181.6 906.2
RTF-BLT-C10 148 40 5.98 2.08 125.8 902.5
RTF-BLT-C10 149 40 5.93 1.08 61.2 873.8
RTF-BLT-C10 150 40 5.95 1.38 80.6 885.9
RTF-BLT-C10 151 30 6.01 4.64 292.2 919.7
RTF-BLT-C10 152 30 6.01 5.49 345.4 919.4
RTF-BLT-C10 153 30 6.03 7.00 453.6 934.8
RTF-BLT-C10 154 40 6.00 5.47 344.1 921.7
RTF-BLT-C10 155 40 6.03 6.17 395.3 927.5
RTF-BLT-C9 156 40 6.02 5.45 345.9 922.3
RTF-BLT-C9 157 40 6.02 6.17 393.1 925.2
RTF-BLT-C5 158 40 6.00 4.11 252.6 907.6
RTF-BLT-C5 159 40 6.01 5.45 343.8 922.0
RTF-BLT-C5 160 40 6.02 6.19 393.8 925.7
RTF-BLT-C11 161 30 5.99 4.12 251.6 905.6
Table 6:   (Continued)Chronological Text Matrix for Test 6887 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
18
RTF-BLT-C11 162 30 5.98 2.07 125.5 903.0
RTF-BLT-C11 163 40 5.99 4.09 250.9 908.7
RTF-BLT-C11 164 40 5.98 2.98 181.5 904.8
RTF-BLT-C11 165 40 5.97 2.08 125.8 902.4
RTF-BLT-C11 166 40 5.98 2.48 151.0 903.7
RTF-BLT-C11 167 40 6.01 5.44 343.1 922.5
RTF-BLT-C11 168 40 6.02 6.19 393.8 925.7
RTF-BLT-C11 169 30 6.00 4.67 290.6 915.9
RTF-BLT-C11 170 30 6.01 6.15 392.3 928.1
RTF-BLT-C11 171 30 6.02 7.03 451.2 931.9
RTF-BLT-C11 172 30 6.02 7.43 476.7 930.9
RTF-BLT-C12 173 30 6.00 4.12 252.1 905.4
RTF-BLT-C12 174 30 5.98 2.08 126.3 902.8
RTF-BLT-C12 175 30 5.99 2.99 182.7 905.0
RTF-BLT-C12 176 30 5.99 2.48 151.3 903.2
RTF-BLT-C12 177 40 6.00 4.11 251.8 906.5
RTF-BLT-C12 178 40 5.98 3.01 182.3 901.7
RTF-BLT-C12 179 40 5.98 2.10 127.2 902.4
RTF-BLT-C12 180 40 5.94 1.07 60.8 875.8
RTF-BLT-C12 181 40 5.96 1.35 79.7 891.1
RTF-BLT-C12 182 40 6.01 5.46 343.4 920.6
RTF-BLT-C12 183 40 6.01 6.09 391.9 933.9
RTF-BLT-C12 184 30 6.01 5.43 343.4 923.4
RTF-BLT-C12 185 30 6.02 7.07 453.5 930.8
RTF-BLT-C13 186 30 5.99 4.20 254.5 901.4
RTF-BLT-C13 187 30 5.98 2.97 181.1 905.4
RTF-BLT-C13 188 30 5.98 3.51 213.8 906.4
RTF-BLT-C13 189 40 5.99 4.12 250.8 903.7
RTF-BLT-C13 190 40 5.98 2.09 126.5 901.6
RTF-BLT-C13 191 40 5.96 1.70 101.0 983.8
RTF-BLT-C13 192 40 5.99 2.96 180.9 904.9
RTF-BLT-C13 193 40 6.01 5.47 344.4 919.6
RTF-BLT-C13 194 40 6.02 6.17 394.0 927.9
RTF-BLT-C13 195 30 6.01 5.42 343.5 923.1
RTF-BLT-C13 196 30 6.02 7.01 453.5 935.1
RTF-BLT-C13 197 30 6.03 7.38 477.6 934.6
RTF-BLT-C14 198 30 6.00 4.11 251.2 905.7
RTF-BLT-C14 199 30 5.99 2.97 181.0 903.9
RTF-BLT-C14 200 30 5.98 2.09 126.7 903.3
RTF-BLT-C14 201 30 6.04 5.42 346.0 922.3
RTF-BLT-C14 202 30 6.00 1.69 101.4 892.8
RTF-BLT-C14 203 30 5.95 1.05 60.5 875.6
RTF-BLT-C14 204 40 6.02 4.06 252.7 909.3
RTF-BLT-C14 205 40 6.01 2.95 182.1 905.6
RTF-BLT-C14 206 40 6.00 2.07 125.7 899.5
Table 6:   (Continued)Chronological Text Matrix for Test 6887 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
19
RTF-BLT-C14 207 40 5.95 1.06 60.7 875.7
RTF-BLT-C14 208 40 5.93 0.83 46.0 863.9
RTF-BLT-C14 209 40 5.96 1.37 80.0 883.3
RTF-BLT-C14 210 40 6.03 5.46 347.2 921.9
RTF-BLT-C14 211 40 6.03 6.14 393.6 926.9
RTF-BLT-C14 214 30 6.04 6.93 450.0 933.6
RTF-BLT-C14 215 30 6.04 6.10 392.2 926.4
RTF-BLT-C3 216 40 6.00 2.98 181.7 902.5
RTF-BLT-C3 217 40 5.99 2.51 152.3 900.8
RTF-BLT-C3 218 40 6.00 3.50 213.3 901.1
RTF-BLT-C3 219 40 6.03 5.26 341.6 935.3
RTF-BLT-C2 220 40 5.99 2.47 150.4 904.1
RTF-BLT-C2 221 40 6.00 3.49 213.5 904.4
RTF-BLT-C2 222 40 5.98 2.07 126.0 903.5
RTF-BLT-C2 223 40 6.02 5.38 343.5 926.8
RTF-BLT-C2 224 40 5.97 1.69 100.5 891.7
RTF-BLT-C4 225 40 6.02 5.42 343.7 921.7
RTF-BLT-C4 226 40 5.97 1.72 101.9 890.3
RTF-BLT-C5 227 40 5.97 1.71 101.4 892.0
RTF-BLT-C5 228 40 6.00 2.47 151.0 902.8
RTF-BLT-C1 230 40 6.03 6.14 393.8 927.7
RTF-BLT-C7 231 40 5.99 2.48 151.2 903.8
RTF-BLT-C11 232 40 6.00 3.52 213.9 900.8
RTF-BLT-C12 233 40 5.96 1.72 101.5 891.6
Table 7:   Chronological Test Matrix for Test 392 in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
RTF-BLT-C6 6 40 9.74 1.43 1002.8 1818.0
RTF-BLT-C6 7 40 9.81 1.78 1252.7 1805.8
RTF-BLT-C6 8 40 9.86 2.02 1450.7 1814.8
RTF-BLT-C6 9 40 9.78 1.62 1125.6 1799.7
RTF-BLT-C6 10 40 9.76 1.55 1074.9 1803.7
RTF-BLT-C6 11 40 9.69 1.26 883.0 1831.5
RTF-BLT-C6 12 40 9.66 1.16 783.9 1800.2
RTF-BLT-C6 13 40 9.63 1.07 720.9 1811.2
RTF-BLT-C6 14 40 9.53 0.84 550.9 1808.9
RTF-BLT-C6 15 40 9.33 0.58 351.3 1789.9
RTF-BLT-C5 16 40 9.85 2.00 1452.1 1828.3
RTF-BLT-C5 17 40 9.81 1.79 1257.6 1805.0
RTF-BLT-C5 19 40 9.78 1.61 1125.9 1809.8
RTF-BLT-C5 20 40 9.76 1.55 1077.8 1803.8
RTF-BLT-C5 21 40 9.70 1.31 901.1 1812.0
RTF-BLT-C5 22 40 9.66 1.16 783.7 1799.7
RTF-BLT-C5 24 40 9.63 1.07 721.4 1810.3
Table 6:   (Continued)Chronological Text Matrix for Test 6887 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
20
RTF-BLT-C5 25 40 9.53 0.84 551.3 1803.3
RTF-BLT-C5 26 40 9.33 0.57 352.0 1802.6
RTF-BLT-C4 28 40 9.82 1.84 1255.8 1772.2
RTF-BLT-C4 29 40 9.87 2.09 1451.7 1779.5
RTF-BLT-C4 30 40 9.78 1.65 1126.6 1783.7
RTF-BLT-C4 31 40 9.76 1.55 1077.1 1803.7
RTF-BLT-C4 32 40 9.70 1.31 905.0 1814.1
RTF-BLT-C4 33 40 9.66 1.15 783.9 1809.8
RTF-BLT-C3 34 40 9.87 2.08 1453.7 1785.3
RTF-BLT-C3 35 40 9.81 1.81 1258.1 1793.2
RTF-BLT-C2 37 40 9.87 2.09 1453.7 1779.6
RTF-BLT-C2 38 40 9.81 1.82 1255.1 1787.4
RTF-BLT-C1 39 40 9.87 2.09 1452.3 1783.1
RTF-BLT-C1 40 40 9.82 1.82 1253.1 1784.5
RTF-BLT-C9 42 40 9.82 1.82 1256.3 1784.4
RTF-BLT-C9 43 40 9.87 2.10 1451.6 1774.3
RTF-BLT-C9 44 40 9.78 1.63 1125.7 1796.5
RTF-BLT-C9 45 40 9.76 1.55 1076.2 1804.3
RTF-BLT-C9 48 40 9.70 1.30 902.1 1816.3
RTF-BLT-C9 49 40 9.66 1.16 783.9 1807.4
RTF-BLT-C9 51 40 9.63 1.06 721.7 1818.1
RTF-BLT-C9 52 40 9.53 0.85 551.2 1797.8
RTF-BLT-C10 53 40 9.87 2.09 1452.8 1779.2
RTF-BLT-C10 54 40 9.82 1.83 1254.4 1777.3
RTF-BLT-C10 55 40 9.78 1.63 1126.0 1793.7
RTF-BLT-C10 56 40 9.76 1.56 1076.4 1798.5
RTF-BLT-C10 57 40 9.70 1.31 900.9 1805.5
RTF-BLT-C10 58 40 9.66 1.16 783.0 1806.1
RTF-BLT-C10 59 40 9.63 1.07 721.4 1812.1
RTF-BLT-C10 60 40 9.53 0.84 548.9 1802.2
RTF-BLT-C14 61 40 9.87 2.01 1455.4 1779.0
RTF-BLT-C14 62 40 9.82 1.82 1256.1 1784.6
RTF-BLT-C14 63 40 9.78 1.63 1126.4 1797.7
RTF-BLT-C14 64 40 9.76 1.55 1076.5 1802.6
RTF-BLT-C14 65 40 9.70 1.31 901.8 1806.5
RTF-BLT-C14 66 40 9.66 1.16 783.1 1802.9
RTF-BLT-C14 67 40 9.63 1.06 720.1 1815.3
RTF-BLT-C14 68 40 9.53 0.84 549.7 1805.1
RTF-BLT-C13 69 40 9.87 2.07 1452.1 1789.4
RTF-BLT-C13 70 40 9.82 1.82 1256.5 1784.5
RTF-BLT-C13 71 40 9.78 1.62 1125.5 1800.5
RTF-BLT-C13 72 40 9.76 1.55 1075.6 1806.1
Table 7:   (Continued)Chronological Test Matrix for Test 392 in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
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Table 8:   Chronological Test Matrix for Test 159 in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
RTF-BLT-C6 6 40 5.80 0.15 496.7 1272.0
RTF-BLT-C6 7 40 5.80 0.22 715.1 1266.9
RTF-BLT-C6 8 40 5.82 0.61 2052.1 1284.2
RTF-BLT-C6 9 40 5.82 0.07 216.0 1254.2
RTF-BLT-C6 11 40 5.83 0.32 1003.6 1249.9
RTF-BLT-C6 12 40 5.86 0.02 63.0 1254.1
RTF-BLT-C6 13 40 5.82 0.03 115.6 1259.7
RTF-BLT-C6 14 40 5.81 0.44 1488.1 1281.4
RTF-BLT-C1 15 40 5.86 0.48 1514.3 1245.9
RTF-BLT-C1 16 40 5.82 0.61 2069.9 1289.1
RTF-BLT-C5 17 40 5.83 0.61 2061.2 1282.5
RTF-BLT-C5 18 40 5.81 0.15 482.5 1254.0
RTF-BLT-C5 19 40 5.83 0.23 740.8 1255.3
RTF-BLT-C5 20 40 5.83 0.32 1016.8 1254.5
RTF-BLT-C5 21 40 5.83 0.46 1485.9 1260.6
RTF-BLT-C4 22 40 5.83 0.45 1483.1 1266.8
RTF-BLT-C4 23 40 5.82 0.61 2077.6 1286.7
RTF-BLT-C4 24 40 5.82 0.31 1020.7 1267.4
RTF-BLT-C3 25 40 5.85 0.47 1510.7 1253.8
RTF-BLT-C3 26 40 5.84 0.63 2061.7 1270.8
RTF-BLT-C2 27 40 5.83 0.61 2067.9 1283.7
RTF-BLT-C2 28 40 5.81 0.22 734.9 1267.4
RTF-BLT-C2 29 40 5.51 0.30 1000.8 1268.6
RTF-BLT-C2 30 40 5.83 0.45 1495.3 1268.4
RTF-BLT-C9 31 40 5.82 0.61 2064.7 1285.7
RTF-BLT-C9 32 40 5.81 0.15 498.0 1260.6
RTF-BLT-C9 33 40 5.81 0.22 733.7 1266.4
RTF-BLT-C9 34 40 5.81 0.30 997.3 1272.2
RTF-BLT-C9 35 40 5.82 0.44 1481.8 1277.6
RTF-BLT-C10 36 40 5.83 0.61 2065.3 1280.3
RTF-BLT-C10 37 40 5.80 0.15 485.6 1268.4
RTF-BLT-C10 38 40 5.81 0.23 760.9 1263.6
RTF-BLT-C10 39 40 5.82 0.31 1016.1 1263.0
RTF-BLT-C10 40 40 5.82 0.45 1488.0 1271.9
RTF-BLT-C14 41 40 5.78 0.14 481.4 1283.2
RTF-BLT-C14 43 40 5.83 0.62 2054.9 1278.2
RTF-BLT-C14 44 40 5.81 0.23 763.9 1262.6
RTF-BLT-C14 45 40 5.82 0.32 1037.7 1263.4
RTF-BLT-C14 46 40 5.82 0.45 1503.0 1273.2
RTF-BLT-C13 47 40 5.78 0.15 497.8 1284.6
RTF-BLT-C13 48 40 5.79 0.22 755.0 1284.5
RTF-BLT-C13 49 40 5.80 0.31 1042.8 1284.6
RTF-BLT-C13 50 40 5.80 0.44 1503.9 1290.4
RTF-BLT-C13 51 40 5.84 0.62 2065.4 1275.0
RTF-BLT-P9 57 40 5.83 0.46 1502.8 1264.1
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RTF-BLT-P9 58 40 5.85 0.63 2059.1 1265.2
RTF-BLT-P9 59 40 5.79 0.15 512.8 1276.7
RTF-BLT-P9 60 40 5.80 0.23 775.9 1278.0
RTF-BLT-P9 61 40 5.80 0.31 1041.0 1280.0
RTF-BLT-C6 67 40 5.73 0.39 1532.7 1364.4 0.10 0.0115
RTF-BLT-C6 68 40 5.73 0.52 2076.7 1377.5 0.10 0.0115
RTF-BLT-C6 69 40 5.71 0.13 515.7 1363.9 0.10 0.0115
RTF-BLT-C6 70 40 5.73 0.20 777.5 1346.6 0.10 0.0115
RTF-BLT-C6 71 40 5.72 0.27 1078.5 1364.7 0.10 0.0115
RTF-BLT-P9 72 30 5.73 0.38 1501.7 1358.4
RTF-BLT-P9 73 30 5.75 0.39 1494.7 1342.3
RTF-BLT-P9 74 30 5.75 0.54 2088.7 1353.7
RTF-BLT-P9 75 30 5.80 0.15 505.0 1270.6
RTF-BLT-P9 76 30 5.72 0.20 788.5 1350.6
RTF-BLT-P9 77 30 5.72 0.27 1068.3 1364.3
Table 8:   (Continued)Chronological Test Matrix for Test 159 in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel.
Model ID Run α Mach Re
∞
/ft pt1 Tt1 Trip Setup
No. x 106 psi ˚R x/L kCL
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Figures
Figure 1:  Development of a repair capability for Shuttle return to ﬂight.
Figure 2:  Test facilities utilized in the current study.
24
Figure 3:  Schematic of thermographic phosphor system.
Figure 4:  Ceramic Shuttle Orbiter models.
Wind Tunnel
Test Section
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Figure 5:  Placement of ﬁducial marks.
Figure 6:  Fiducial mark locations.
26
Figure 7:  Model setup using laser alignment system.
Figure 8:  Cavity being added to ceramic Shuttle model.
27
Figure 9:  Close up of cavities and relations between cavity designations.
28
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Appendix A: 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel Aeroheating
Note: Corresponding data cuts are located immediately after figures.
Table A.1:  Cross Reference of Figure Numbers Versus Parametrics for Phosphor Images from the 
20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.
α (deg.) Model (x/L)CL (in.) kCL (in.) Figure
30 RTF-BLT-C1 - - A.1
40 RTF-BLT-C1 - - A.4
30 RTF-BLT-C2 - - A.7
40 RTF-BLT-C2 - - A.10
30 RTF-BLT-C3 - - A.13
40 RTF-BLT-C3 - - A.16
30 RTF-BLT-C4 - - A.19
40 RTF-BLT-C4 - - A.22
30 RTF-BLT-C5 - - A.25
40 RTF-BLT-C5 - - A.28
30 RTF-BLT-C6 - - A.31
40 RTF-BLT-C6 - - A.34
30 RTF-BLT-C7 - - A.37
40 RTF-BLT-C7 - - A.40
30 RTF-BLT-C8 - - A.43
40 RTF-BLT-C8 - - A.46
30 RTF-BLT-C9 - - A.49
40 RTF-BLT-C9 - - A.52
30 RTF-BLT-C10 - - A.55
40 RTF-BLT-C10 - - A.58
30 RTF-BLT-C11 - - A.61
40 RTF-BLT-C11 - - A.64
30 RTF-BLT-C12 - - A.67
40 RTF-BLT-C12 - - A.70
30 RTF-BLT-C13 - - A.73
40 RTF-BLT-C13 - - A.76
30 RTF-BLT-C14 - - A.79
40 RTF-BLT-C14 - - A.82
30
Figure A.1:  RTF-BLT-C1 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
31
Figure A.2:  RTF-BLT-C1 Cavity Information.
Figure A.3:  RTF-BLT-C1 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
32
Figure A.4:  RTF-BLT-C1 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
33
Figure A.5:  RTF-BLT-C1 cavity information.
Figure A.6:  RTF-BLT-C1 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
34
Figure A.7:  RTF-BLT-C2 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
35
Figure A.8:  RTF-BLT-C2 cavity information.
Figure A.9:  RTF-BLT-C2 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
36
Figure A.10:  RTF-BLT-C2 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
37
Figure A.11:  RTF-BLT-C2 cavity information.
Figure A.12:  RTF-BLT-C2 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
38
Figure A.13:  RTF-BLT-C3 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
39
Figure A.14:  RTF-BLT-C3 cavity information.
Figure A.15:  RTF-BLT-C3 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
40
Figure A.16:  RTF-BLT-C3 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
41
Figure A.17:  RTF-BLT-C3 cavity information.
Figure A.18:  RTF-BLT-C3 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
42
Figure A.19:  RTF-BLT-C4 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
43
Figure A.20:  RTF-BLT-C4 cavity information.
Figure A.21:  RTF-BLT-C4 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
44
Figure A.22:  RTF-BLT-C4 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
45
Figure A.23:  RTF-BLT-C4 cavity information.
Figure A.24:  RTF-BLT-C4 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
46
Figure A.25:  RTF-BLT-C5 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
47
Figure A.26:  RTF-BLT-C5 cavity information.
Figure A.27:  RTF-BLT-C5 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
48
Figure A.28:  RTF-BLT-C5 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
49
Figure A.29:  RTF-BLT-C5 cavity information.
Figure A.30:  RTF-BLT-C5 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
50
Figure A.31:  RTF-BLT-C6 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
51
Figure A.32:  RTF-BLT-C6 cavity information.
Figure A.33:  RTF-BLT-C6 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
52
Figure A.34:  RTF-BLT-C6 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
53
Figure A.35:  RTF-BLT-C6 cavity information.
Figure A.36:  RTF-BLT-C6 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
54
Figure A.37:  RTF-BLT-C7 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
55
Figure A.38:  RTF-BLT-C7 cavity information.
Figure A.39:  RTF-BLT-C7 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
56
Figure A.40:  RTF-BLT-C7 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
57
Figure A.41:  RTF-BLT-C7 cavity information.
Figure A.42:  RTF-BLT-C7 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
58
Figure A.43:  RTF-BLT-C8 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
59
Figure A.44:  RTF-BLT-C8 cavity information.
Figure A.45:  RTF-BLT-C8 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
60
Figure A.46:  RTF-BLT-C8 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
61
Figure A.47:  RTF-BLT-C8 cavity information.
Figure A.48:  RTF-BLT-C8 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
62
Figure A.49:  RTF-BLT-C9 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
63
Figure A.50:  RTF-BLT-C9 cavity information.
Figure A.51:  RTF-BLT-C9 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
64
Figure A.52:  RTF-BLT-C9 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
65
Figure A.53:  RTF-BLT-C9 cavity information.
Figure A.54:  RTF-BLT-C9 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
66
Figure A.55:  RTF-BLT-C10 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
67
Figure A.56:  RTF-BLT-C10 cavity information.
Figure A.57:  RTF-BLT-C10 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
68
Figure A.58:  RTF-BLT-C10 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
69
Figure A.59:  RTF-BLT-C10 cavity information.
Figure A.60:  RTF-BLT-C10 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
70
Figure A.61:  RTF-BLT-C11 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
71
Figure A.62:  RTF-BLT-C11 cavity information.
Figure A.63:  RTF-BLT-C11 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
72
Figure A.64:  RTF-BLT-C11 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
73
Figure A.65:  RTF-BLT-C11 cavity information.
Figure A.66:  RTF-BLT-C11 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
74
Figure A.67:  RTF-BLT-C12 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
75
Figure A.68:  RTF-BLT-C12 cavity information.
Figure A.69:  RTF-BLT-C12 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
76
Figure A.70:  RTF-BLT-C12 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
77
Figure A.71:  RTF-BLT-C12 cavity information.
Figure A.72:  RTF-BLT-C12 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
78
Figure A.73:  RTF-BLT-C13 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
79
Figure A.74:  RTF-BLT-C13 cavity information.
Figure A.75:  RTF-BLT-C13 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
80
Figure A.76:  RTF-BLT-C13 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
81
Figure A.77:  RTF-BLT-C13 cavity information.
Figure A.78:  RTF-BLT-C13 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
82
Figure A.79:  RTF-BLT-C14 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
83
Figure A.80:  RTF-BLT-C14 cavity information.
Figure A.81:  RTF-BLT-C14 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
84
Figure A.82:  RTF-BLT-C14 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
85
Figure A.83:  RTF-BLT-C14 cavity information.
Figure A.84:  RTF-BLT-C14 centerline data in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
86
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Appendix B: 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel Aeroheating
Note: Corresponding data cuts are located immediately after figures.
Table B.1:  Cross Reference of Figure Numbers Versus Parametrics for Phosphor Images from the 
31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel.
α (deg.) Model (x/L)CL (in.) kCL (in.) Figure
40 RTF-BLT-C1 - - B.1
40 RTF-BLT-C2 - - B.4
40 RTF-BLT-C3 - - B.7
40 RTF-BLT-C4 - - B.10
40 RTF-BLT-C5 - - B.13
40 RTF-BLT-C6 - - B.16
40 RTF-BLT-C9 - - B.19
40 RTF-BLT-C10 - - B.22
40 RTF-BLT-C13 - - B.25
40 RTF-BLT-C14 - - B.28
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Figure B.1:  RTF-BLT-C1 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
89
Figure B.2:  RTF-BLT-C1 model information.
Figure B.3:  RTF-BLT-C1 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
90
Figure B.4:  RTF-BLT-C2 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
91
Figure B.5:  RTF-BLT-C2 model information.
Figure B.6:  RTF-BLT-C2 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
92
Figure B.7:  RTF-BLT-C3 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
93
Figure B.8:  RTF-BLT-C3 model information.
Figure B.9:  RTF-BLT-C3 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
94
Figure B.10:  RTF-BLT-C4 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
95
Figure B.11:  RTF-BLT-C4 model information.
Figure B.12:  RTF-BLT-C4 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
96
Figure B.13:  RTF-BLT-C5 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
97
Figure B.14:  RTF-BLT-C5 model information.
Figure B.15:  RTF-BLT-C5 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
98
Figure B.16:  RTF-BLT-C6 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
99
Figure B.17:  RTF-BLT-C6 model information.
Figure B.18:  RTF-BLT-C6 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
100
Figure B.19:  RTF-BLT-C9 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
101
Figure B.20:  RTF-BLT-C9 model information.
Figure B.21:  RTF-BLT-C9 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
102
Figure B.22:  RTF-BLT-C10 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
103
Figure B.23:  RTF-BLT-C10 model information.
Figure B.24:  RTF-BLT-C10 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
104
Figure B.25:  RTF-BLT-C13 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
105
Figure B.26:  RTF-BLT-C13 model information.
Figure B.27:  RTF-BLT-C13 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
106
Figure B.28:  RTF-BLT-C14 global aeroheating in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
107
Figure B.29:  RTF-BLT-C14 model information.
Figure B.30:  RTF-BLT-C14 centerline data in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
108
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Appendix C: 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel Aeroheating
Note: Corresponding data cuts are located immediately after figures.
Table C.1:  Cross Reference of Figure Numbers Versus Parametrics for Phosphor Images from the 
20-Inch CF4 Tunnel.
α (deg.) Model (x/L)CL (in.) kCL (in.) Figure
30 RTF-BLT-P9 - - C.1
40 RTF-BLT-P9 - - C.3
40 RTF-BLT-C1 - - C.5
40 RTF-BLT-C2 - - C.8
40 RTF-BLT-C3 - - C.11
40 RTF-BLT-C4 - - C.14
40 RTF-BLT-C5 - - C.17
40 RTF-BLT-C6 - - C.20
40 RTF-BLT-C6 0.10 0.0115 C.23
40 RTF-BLT-C9 - - C.26
40 RTF-BLT-C10 - - C.29
40 RTF-BLT-C13 - - C.32
40 RTF-BLT-C14 - - C.35
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Figure C.1:  RTF-BLT-P9 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
111
Figure C.2:  RTF-BLT-P9 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 30-deg.
112
Figure C.3:  RTF-BLT-P9 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
113
Figure C.4:  RTF-BLT-P9 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
114
Figure C.5:  RTF-BLT-C1 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
115
Figure C.6:  RTF-BLT-C1 cavity information.
Figure C.7:  RTF-BLT-C1 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
116
Figure C.8:  RTF-BLT-C2 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
117
Figure C.9:  RTF-BLT-C2 cavity information.
Figure C.10:  RTF-BLT-C2 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
118
Figure C.11:  RTF-BLT-C3 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
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Figure C.12:  RTF-BLT-C3 cavity information.
Figure C.13:  RTF-BLT-C3 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
120
Figure C.14:  RTF-BLT-C4 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
121
Figure C.15:  RTF-BLT-C4 cavity information.
Figure C.16:  RTF-BLT-C4 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
122
Figure C.17:  RTF-BLT-C5 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
123
Figure C.18:  RTF-BLT-C5 cavity information.
Figure C.19:  RTF-BLT-C5 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
124
Figure C.20:  RTF-BLT-C6 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
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Figure C.21:  RTF-BLT-C6 cavity information.
Figure C.22:  RTF-BLT-C6 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
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Figure C.23:  RTF-BLT-C6 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg, x/L = 0.10, kCL = 
0.0115 in.
127
Figure C.24:  RTF-BLT-C6 cavity information.
Figure C.25:  RTF-BLT-C6 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg, x/L = 0.10, kCL = 0.0115 
in.
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Figure C.26:  RTF-BLT-C9 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
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Figure C.27:  RTF-BLT-C9 cavity information.
Figure C.28:  RTF-BLT-C9 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
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Figure C.29:  RTF-BLT-C10 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
131
Figure C.30:  RTF-BLT-C10 cavity information.
Figure C.31:  RTF-BLT-C10 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
132
Figure C.32:  RTF-BLT-C13 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
133
Figure C.33:  RTF-BLT-C13 cavity information.
Figure C.34:  RTF-BLT-C13 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
134
Figure C.35:  RTF-BLT-C14 global aeroheating in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
135
Figure C.36:  RTF-BLT-C14 cavity information.
Figure C.37:  RTF-BLT-C14 centerline data in the 20-Inch CF4 Tunnel at α = 40-deg.
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